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Alan Amron, being duly sworn
, deposes and states:

1- l am over the age of 18 and have knowledge of the facts stated in this Affidavit
.

2- 1 am a professional known invcntor for over 45 years
, with 39 United States patents

awarded to me by the United States Patent Office
. (See Exhibits A and K of

Amended Complaint) And my livelihood and my pcrsonal invcntor reputation is

being Dcfamed and thereby damagcd directly by the Defendants' on an on going and

never ending basis from their false claim s of the Post it note trademarked sticky note

inventions' inventorship. To make my claim against the Defendants in this case

perfectly clear, it is a ttcontinuing Tort'' and my causes of action are tr efamation''
5

ûçFraudulent M isrcpresentation'' tçunclean Hands'' and ttNegligence'' in the
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continuing daily damage perpetrated by the Defendants' to my reputation
. (see

Exhibit R attachcd to the Amended Complaint to show this as a pattern by the

Defendants in stealing inventions from tradeshows
, and their inequitable conduct at

the patent office, specifically and intentionally acts of unfair competition in gaining

an unfair advantage in the market placc) 3M Company must be punished for stealing

inventions at trade shows, Defam ing the inventor, fraudulently misrepresenting

inventorship and tmclean hands by way of inequiGble conduct at the patent officc

simply to gain an unfair advantage in the market place.

3- The reason I sued 3M  in December of 1997 was not to own the patents they might

have already filed, l knew the patent law and l would have to have claimed

lnventorship within 12 months of them filing, and this suit was years after they would

have tiled. l only wanted to stop them 9om falsely claiming that they were the

inventor of the sticky note, and to not interfere with my licensing it to an interested

major stationery manufacturer. A competitor of 3Ms.

4- My initial damages in 1998 (see Exhibit M attached to Amended Complaint) see the

letlers to and responses from 3M  on, the issue was 1 lost a $50,000 advance and 1.5%

royalty from Dennison paper company because 3M
. wouldn't allow me to show that

stationery manufacturer the settlement agreement that 1 had with 3M . They wanted to

see it or their lawyers would not allow them to make the deal with me. 3M said no,

and l lost the deal and millions of future dollars in revenue.

1 hadjust become aware of their false claims of inventing sticky notes in October of

1997. M y goal was to stop them . lt was scaring away my potential licensees and

financial success with my sticky notes invention called Press-on memo.

2
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6- They had becn agreeing with me verbally for weeks
, after my serving them with a

summons and complaint that they would not publicly claim to be the inventors and l

can't claim it either, due to the Swiss patent 3M  repeatedly said
. (See Exhibits M &Q

attached to the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint) The basis of that understanding was

simple, sincc they claimed l nor thcy inventcd it tirst thereby convincing mc that the

Swiss patent in 1968 precluded both of us, I agreed to settle relying solely based on

their word. They are 3M
. why would they mislead or lie to me? (see Exhibit R

attached to the Amended Complaint)

7- So 1 agreed to withdraw the case and they agreed to give me my legal costs of

$ 12,000 and they nor 1 was going to publicly disclose or claim Inventorship of the

sticky note.

8- Years had gone by and l hadn't seen or heard any more of 3M  published claims of

Inventorship, nor had l made any published claims of Inventorship thinking that was

our agreed tmderstanding that lead to the 1 998 agreement.

9- Suddenly in and around 201 l , around the 30th year anniversary of thc stick'y note

post it note invention, 3M suddenly makes this public published worldwide claim of

lnventorship. (See Exhibit A attached to the Amended Complaint) I was surprised

and thought we had a clear understand for our 1998 agreement. l dug out and

reviewed my 1998 setllement agreement to my surprise it didn't say they specifically

wouldn't claim lnventorship nor did it say specifkally l couldn't claim Inventorship
. lt

was only in our understanding of the agreement neither of us could or would claim

lnventorship. Again l had relied on their word and cxplanations they gave me in

writing. See (attached in Exhibit M of the Amended Complaint) the correspondences
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between 3M  counsel and myself whereby she was clearly explaining why 3M  and 1

didn't invent the adhesive note first. lt was W alter in 1968 who was first. 1 relied on

that to settle our 1997 litigation. (see Exhibit Q attached to the Amended Complaint)

10- Now I felt that since they breached our intended implied settlement agreement and

understanding, l was free to publicly claim lnventorship as well
.

1 1- l felt the 1968 Swiss patent was not what I had invented in 1973 because it called for

a penuanent adhesive on a note pad. Based on the claims and descriptions in that

Swiss patent it was not sticky note reusable removable reposition-able winner pad

that is the sticky note the world has come to love.

12- M y invention was a sticky note combination reusable reposition-able end product.

l 3- 3M  Spencer patent in 1972 was only for a tacky adhesive spray
, no note pad or sheets

was mentioned or claimcd anywhere in his patent.

14- Taking all these facts into consideration I concluded that my combination ''sticky

tacky reusable reposition able adhesive and a notepad utility'' invention was the

first to invent its utility in the world.

15- Only any daims of lnventorship from me as an individual inventor landed on deaf

ears. No publications cared to hear about it. 'I'he world only heard the false and

misleading claims of lnventorship from 3M .

l 6- That killed any chances of a very luerative sutionery industry license or fruitful

''inventors life'' memoir book and movie deal all potentially worth millions of

dollars. (As was the extremely successful inventor of the floor mop and clothes

hanger memoir book and movie JOY staring big Hollywood stars like Jennifer

Lawrence, Robert DeNiro and Bradley Cooper.
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17- Again 3M  prevented mc from prospering from my life's work of inventions
. Giving

me a bad name by falsely claiming to invent the most iconic sttionery invention

combination sticky notes on the planet.

1 8- 1 tried diligently since 201 1 after learning of 3M breach of our understanding and

agreement, to publicly claim my press on memo Post it note sticky notes products

lnventorship. To salvage my inventing life and inventing career.

19- To Date their is not onc published article in a nationally recognized newspaper or

magazine, stating that 1 am the inventor of the sticky note. (See Exhibit N attached to

the Amended Complaint on the talk page of W ikipedia) W hereby W ikipedia editors

argued amongst themselves that the stick'y note invention claims of Amron can not be

mentioned in the Post lt notc page even as a controversy until and lmless it is

published in a nationally recognized newspaper or magazine to reference it to
.

Adding fttrther damage to Amrons' plight.

20- For over 20 years on and off 3M and Arthur Fry (employee scientist at 3M) has

falsely, maliciously and publicly claimed to have invcntcd the combination sticlty

note stationery product - that they trademarked and call Press n' pcel in 1977 then

Post-it notes in 1980. Arthur Fry was even inducted into the inventors hall of fame
,

for his claiming to be the inventor of the combination sticky note Post it note
, he has

no other inventions and or patents to his name.

2 1- Yet in repeatcd lettcrs to Alan Amron from 3M Corporate counsels in 1998 and again

in 201 l , 3M has represented that the Swiss in 1968 invented the combination

adhesive and paper note pad - not Amron
, not 3M and not Arthur Fry. They even

provided copies of that 1968 Swiss patent to Alan Amron in English both in 1997 and

5
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again in 20l 1 'rhis was obviously to get Amron to settle on the 1998 litigation
, and

again to dissuade Amron from suing in 201 l . (Fact is the 1968 Swiss patent is on a

permanent adhesive notes pad no one would use and Amron's is on the combination

sticky note pad that everyone is in fact using worldwide today
. (see Exhibit Q

attached to the Amended Complaint)

W as 3M  Iying then, or are they Iying now?

22- Fearing the 6 years statue of limitations on fraud was approaching
, l tiled my

fraudulent representation case in the United States Federal Court Southern District of

Florida on January 25, 2016 to presel've my legal rights, and as a cause of action and

claim added çf ontinual Tort'' and tr efamation'' due to the damage the Defendants'

continuc doing to my reputation, it is occurring on a continuing and daily base. (see a

todays 2-27-20 16 Google search Exhibit P attached to the Amended Complaint).

23- NY and M innesota statue of limittions on intentional fraud and deceit to gain an

unfair advantage in the market place is 6 years from becoming aware of the fraud. 1

first became aware of the fraud in 201 l and this fraud by the Defendants is on going

to this day.

Fraud:

6 years N.Y. Civ. Prac. L. & R. ss 2 13

Fraud:

6 years Minn Civ. Prac. ss 541.05 (6)

lnjury to person property:

6 years M inn Civ. Prac. ss 54 1 .05 (4)

fraudulent misrepresentation

6
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lnstance of fasl-ï-ç qtatçmen! where (1) the p-g-rl-y making the statement is aware that it is

false or disregards the possibility of it being false
, (2) the party making the statement

does so to induce another party to enter into a K ntract
, and (3) the other party enters

the contract as a result of the statement and consequentlv suffers a loss
.

24- The true story of how the sticky note was invented by Alan Am ron in 1973 and

offered in com merce in 1974.

Alan was working in his garage
, lost track of time and realized he was running late.

He had an appointment, but he needed to leave a mcssage for his wife. These were

the days before cell phones, beepers, and Blackbenies. Text messaging was thirty

years into the future. lf you wanted to leave a text message
, cavemen of the day

wrotc with pen or pencil the letters by hand on a slip of paper and Scotch taped it to a

surface. The problem was where to leave this message. W here would she look? She

could go anywhere in the house. The closet door where the coats were kept was a

possibility. It was a warm October, though; she might not be wearing a coat
, and if

she were carrying bundles she might not see thc closet door on her way to the kitchen.

The front door would telegraph to the world that no one was home. She might

bypass the dining room table and go to the kitchen. 'l'he kitchen refrigerator was the

best bet. Surely she'd notice a sheet of paper taped to a big white rectangular box
.

But there was no Scotch tape. There was a roll of nice gooey two inch thick duct

tape in the garage, but he thought better of this potential impropriety
, which no doubt

would have leh residue behind that could only be removcd with some toxic solvent.

Again, he did a once around in search of Scotch tapc or magnets.

25- Then, impulsively, a plan illuminated in his mind and he placed a stick of gum in his
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mouth. He chewed while glancing at the clock. He was late, growing later by thc

second, and chewed more frantically. Then he removed from his mouth a tiny piece

of gum not much bigger than a match head. He kneaded it with some dust so it would

lose some stickiness, but not all. He squashed his note into the gum on the

refrigerator, gave it a few test pulls, smiled
, and was off.

26- Later that evening, his wife was impressed with three things: that hc cared enough to

leave a note in the first place- many men wouldn't- secondly
, that he'd left it in the

perfect location, and thirdly, that the note hadn't fallen to the floor whcreas the gum

peeled off the refrigerator without leaving a mess; and it did smell a bit like

Spearmint.

27- But it also smelled like a product. What if there were a pad of paper that had some

kind of Scotch tape-like sticky material on the back? Not sticky like Scotch tape

though, something with a lesser adhesive quality- something more like drafting

tape- something formulated to be removable and re-stickable without leaving a

residue or mess. The wheels were ttlrning and Alan got to work.

28- He began collecting and testing adhesives. He added solvents to rubber cement to

make it less sticky. He tested the spray mount artists use for mounting boards. He

tested every type of >pe he could fmd. Finally he converged on the best formulation.

He sent a sample to a chemist in Chicago who said he could make the mixttzre. That

was on November 14, 1973. (see Exbibit D attached to the Amended Complaint) By

the end of the month, the chemist quoted Alan a price for this proprietary concoction.

ln December, Alan contacted a printer who would not only print the mcmos
, but

connected Alan with an artist who produced camera-ready artwork for the memo

8
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samples, along with advertising brochures and the specially printed envelops for a

mass mailing. (see Exhibit F attached to the Amended Complaint)

29- ln the meantime, thc chemist mixed up a gallon of the sticlty adhesive
, which Alan

brought to a Long Island manufacturer who made aerosol cans for cleaning supplies
.

The adhesive was 5lled in pressurized 7 ounce cans
, and this is what Alan used to

hand spray the tirst 2500 samples of the product he called the Press-on M emo. This

was the world's first stick-on repositionable removable and reusable m emo

combination sticky note.

30- Alan purchased a Professional mailing list of companies and top executives in the

stationery industry. By Febnmry
, 1974 he was ready for his m ass mailing, with

preprinted named and addressed permanent peel n stick mailing labels
, pre printed

special m ailing envelops, product advertising brochures
, and most importantly, the

actual Press-on M emo combination sticky note product samples themselves
. He

dropped everything off at a mass mailing company- almost 200 pounds of

material- and they smffed the envelopes, completc with names, addresscs, and

postage. Everything was mailcd, and fmgers were crossed. (see Exhibit F attached to

the Amended Complaint)

31- Alan opened a Press-on Memo company USPS post oftk e box in M errick
, Long

lsland New York, then became incorporated with Press On M emo name in the State

of New York so he could do business selling his combination sticky note pads
. (see

Exhibit E attached to the Amended Complaint)

32- Around this time, Alan mct a man namcd Jeffery Brown
, who agreed to fmancially

invest in the tledgling company. (see Exhibit G attached here to the Amended
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Complaint) This would pay for the marketing and an exhibitor's b00th at the

upcoming invention show, which was to be held in the main ballroom at the

Americana Hotel (now the Sheridan) in New York City. n is would be a show that

many major manufacturers attend to find new and innovative products. Alan was on

a roll. He would be showing three (3) new products at the show. One was the Press-

On M emo; the sccond was the sticlty adhesive itself
, sold in 7 ounce spray cans called

Stick-EM -UP; and the third was a battery powercd water gtm he'd recently built a

prototype of in that garage.

33- There were hundreds of booths at the inventors show
, featuring everything from the

zany to the practical. But one man's zany is anothcr man's practical
, and protitable.

At the show, A famous New York City television news reporter from W OR's

Channel 9 News, was making the rounds with his cameraman and sound man. M ost

inventors would have given their right arm to be featured on television news
. They

stopped by Alan's area. n e b00th next to Alan's was marmed by a guy who had

invented a toilet for dogs. lt was a six foot tall box thc size of a refrigerator in which

the dog would, it was belicved, voluntarily enter
, do his business- and then the

owner would flush it when the happy dog exits to sit on the couch and
, pcrhaps, read

the newspaper while smoking a pipe.

OnQ.

They believed every dog owner would have

34- û1. . . And there were silly inventions
,'' The famous New York News reporter said, thus

completed a previous thought while holding Alan's water gun
, çllike this sub-machine

gun that runs on batteries,'' complete with a mocking giggle in his voice causing a

deliberate smtter in the word ttnms'' as he pressed the trigger and shot water into the

10
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camera. (see Exhibit 115 attached to Amended Complaint) As people do more often

than not, he got it completely wrong. W hile people love their pets dearly, dogs

simply aren't human and can't be expected to behave like humans
. People, on the

other hand, like to play with water guns. Alan's Etsilly'' battery operated water gun

went on to make hundreds of millions of dollars worldwide.

35- W hile the famous New York TV News reporter took no notice of the Press-on M emo

sticky notes or Stick-EM  UP spray sticky adhcsive
, hundreds of companies did. One

of these companies happened to be the M innesota M ining and M anufacturing

Company, which the world knows as 3M . Alan gave them many samples of the

Press-on M emo combination sticlty notes as wcll as a can of the stick'y spray

adhesive. The men from 3M  said they would get back to Alan after they'd evaluated

his combination sticky note invention. They never did get back to Alan
, so Alan

called them. (see Exhibit R attached to Amended Complaint the most recent District

Court case and its subsequent Appeal where both Courts found and then affirmed the

3M  Company liable in stealing an invention idea from a trade show and their

inequitable conduct before the patent offke in not properly reporting it one year

later. EXACTLY THE SAM E CHARGES 1 M AKE TODAY .

3M shows a pattern of stealing inventions from trade shows and inequitable conduct

at the patcnt offke to gain an unfair advantage in the market place and they must be

punished for it.

36- Alan was told that his product had been evaluated by several 3M
. departments. The

general consensus was that the Press-on M emo would be way too expensive to make
,

that the glue would gum up the machinery and couldn't be applied by any known
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process, Alan attempted to logically address each problem individually
, relating each

to pre-existing products that could be made (like the manufacture of lined paper pads

and masking tape) which, when combined together with stick'y glue would produce

the product. The impression Alan got was that 3M  felt it was theoretically impossiblc

to do, and this company that prides itself on ilmovation and the ability to think outside

the box simply wasn't interested. Alan thought the product was dead for 3M .

37- But he still considered the inventor show to be a success. Potential customers did

take and or buy samples of Alan's combination sticky notes
, but most shied away

from the Press-on M emo pads because they were too expensive. After all, Alan was

making each one by hand-spraying the paper with his sticky adhesive in a garage

without ventilation, then assembling each pad by hand-aligning the paper
, one on top

of another. For this to work as a viable product
, it would have to be mass produced

by machinely. This meant either licensing it to a company with the resources to

develop it properly, or to develop and build the machines him self

38- But the spray sticky adhesive was a different story
, and it began to 1ke off. Alan had

his Chicago chemist send the formula to Rite Off
, the company in Plainview, Long

lsland that had made the first samples which Alan brought to the show . This

company made clcaning chcmicals, and they had a small lab where they could mix

the components. They got the formulation right and became Alan's supplier. They

would put the sticky adhesive in cans, place the four color Stick-Em up label on the

can, and box them up in cases of 12.

39- A thorough a patent search in 1973 would have uncovered a 1968 Swiss patent for a

somewhat similar note product. But this note product (as understood from its claims)
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was specifically intended to not be repositioned and it left a residue. lt was for an

adhesive-backed note paper for one time usc only. Had Alan filed for a patent there

would have been enough variation be> een his Press-on M emo combination sticky

glue and note paper and the Swiss patent that he would have secured the intellectual

patent property rights.

40- The combination sticky note then called Press-on memo
, had been publicly displayed,

put into use and put in to commerce in the over 2
,000 piece professional national

stationery industry mailer, and at thc New York City national invention show
, and

Alan had already sold and gave away several samples of it. This meant that legally

the clock had started, and Alan had exactly one year to apply for a patent before his

idea would enter the public domain. Patent law is quite clear on this. From the

moment you publicly display or offer to sell (put into use in commerce) your better

mouse trap, if you have not filed for a patent within one year, anyone on earth can

build your bettcr mouse trap, and thcre isn't a damn thing you can do about it.

41- And 3M was busy, perhaps with a little divine intervention. ln 1976 they were in the

midst of test marketing thcir own sticky note product thcy called the Press n' peel
, a

f'u11 two years aher Alan had shown 3.M and given 3M  several samples of his

combination sticky notes he called Press-on memo. Apparently 3M had solved the

technical problems formerly insunuountable. Company lore (myth) has it that Arthur

Fry first began work on this stick'y note product in 1974. Hc got the idea in church,

which is a wholesome incubator for new ideas. Art sang in the choir
, and marked the

hymns he sang with strips of paper. He needed a way to keep the markers secure in

his songbook without falling out.lt was then that he realized he needed a mild
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adhesive to hold the paper in placc, and perhaps this might even have other

applications.

42- And so began a great innovative force within 3M  to reinvent the already-invented by

Alan Amron and what emerged was in 1980 the sticky note was renamcd by 3M as

the Post-it note.

43- To this day the combination sticky note invention remains in the public domain
.

Trademarks are a different story, and 3M  has trademarked their version of the

product. First Prcss n' peel then Post-it notc. But aftcr Alan failed to timely patent his

invention, no onc else could patent it either. Not even 3M . Processes and machines to

make it can be patented, but not the reposition-able rcusable combination sticky notes

product itself. Amron never gave up or lost the inventorship rights to this invention
.

44- ln 1978 Press n' peel by 354 sticky notes went national. By this time, however, Alan

had sold his last Press-on memo combination sticky note, and 7 oz cans of Stick-EM

UP spray stick'y adhesive, and moved on, to Hollywood, to manage the career of

television and movie star Kristy M cNichol, Robert Guillaume and Muhammad Ali.

45- The story between Alan Amron and 3M doesn't pick up again until 1997
, while Alan

was watching the news on TV with his young children they saw an astronaut in the

space shuttle writing a note and sticking it onto his console. No Gpes, no pins and no

magnets. Alan's kids and he were amazed to see that his Press-on memo stick'y note

sheets was being used in space on national television. His son says içisn't that your

sticky notes invention?'' Alan said yes. His son said tthow can they do thaf'.

46- Having been involved in several patent litigation cases with his battery operated water

glms, Alan knew how to write, file and serve a Federal patent case against 3M . But
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first Alan had to send 3.M  a cease and desist letter via return receipt. Giving 3M  the

10 days to respond, and if not Alan was going to file the summons and complaint in

Federal Court. 10 days had past and no response came from 3M  whatsoever
. Alan

wrote, filed and served a complaint that held nothing back. Alan iigured by putting

everything irlto the complaint 3M  lawyers would see that he was in fact the inventor

of the combination sticlty note he called Press-on memo he had put into use first
, in

commerce, and gave samples to 3M executives in 1974. Alan was right, his trade

secrct violations claimed in his Federal complaint was settled by 3M within weeks

from its filing date. Although the amount of the check from 3N1. to Amron in the

settlement was only for his legal fees of $12,000 (in todays money that's $70,000.00)

Alan was happy to be recognized by the large company. n inking his settlement

agreement with 3M  prevented both him and 3M from ever coming out as the inventor

of the combination sticky note product known today as the Post-it note.

47- Alan today fccls because 3M  has breached the intent and understandings that lead to

the 1998 settlement agreement the world should know these facts about who actually

invented thc most iconic stationery product on the planet. lts' true inventor Alan

Amron.

48- The invention is:

Combination sticky note

49- The inventor is:

Alan Amron

50- Nam es it's been called:

Alan Amron - Press on memo 1973

15
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3M  Company - Press n' peel 1977

3M Company - Post it note 1980

51- W hy was it invented:

To make life faster and easier in a persons busy life. Thereby eliminating the need for

scotch tape, pins or magnets to post a note.

W hy are you suing now?

Because in 20l 1 right thnl to today 2016, l personally heard and still hear in the news

that 3M and Arthur Fry again claimed to be the invcntor of the combination sticky

note they happen to now call Post-it notes since 1980 but first started calling them

Press n' peel in 1977. Same sticky notes invention that was called by Amron Press-on

memo in 1973.

And since the stamte of limitations on filing of fraud and breach of agreement cases

in the states of M innesota and New York is 6 years from the date the accusers first

learned of the fraud, 1 had only onc year left. To secure my legal rights to sue
, and

now adding to my Amended Complaint the tEcontinuing Tort'' and ttDefamation''

damage to my reputation by the Defendants is on going even today.

52- 3M is now saying they (Spencer) invented a version of a stick'y glue adhesive in 1970,

therefore they claimed the sticky note. However, in the news and in all 3M company

public statements they clearly state that it was 3M scientist Arthttr Fry and 3M  who

invented the combination sticky and note by accident in church in 1974. (See Exhibit

A attached to the Amended Complaint)

''Are they lying now, or were they lying then?''

53- 3M  claim s the formula is the Post it note invention:

16
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No matter the formulation of the sticky adhesive glue used (that's just a matter of user

preference and uscr acceptnce) good - betler - best or worst. Any accepted adhesive

by the end user combination sticky note is the invention.

54- ln 1970, a 3M scientist named Spencer invented and patented a version of a sticky

adhesive glue that 3M  planned to use in spray cans. No where in the entire 3M  patent

dose it state, describe, discuss and or even mention the combination sticky adhesive

and thc note as one new invention product.

55- For exam ple illustration by comparison only:

That's like Firestone inventcd one version of the tire
, (3M invented one version of the

sticky glue) and claimed that they also invented the combination tires on an

automobile (like 3M claimed they also invented the combination of sticky adhesive

on notes) because their version of the tire invention can be used on the automobile

combination invention. (Because the sticky adhesive could be used on the sticky note

combination invention)

56- Firestone and 3M  bot.h failed to mention, describe
, discuss or claim anywhere in their

patents the combination of the tire and the car as their invention
, or the combination

of the sticky adhesive and the note as an invention.

57- ln 1973 Amrons an inventor, independently had developed his own accepuble version

stick'y adhesive for his specific stationery combination invention product need. The

stick.v note combination invention.

58- 3M  and Arthur Fry have in 1997 and again in 201 1 and still today in 2016 falsely and

misleadingly claimed and claim in ads and in public statements that they are in fact
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the rightful inventors of the sticky note invention that thcy first called Press n' peel in

1977 and renamed it Post-it notes in 1980.

59- ln patent law, the success of an invention in the market place ultimately determines

the utility, newness, novelty and uniqueness of it. There is no better example of that

than with my 1973 combination sticky note invention
, no matter what anyonc calls it,

Press-on memo by me in 1973, Press n' peel by 3M in 1977 or Post-it note by 3M in

1980, the world has voted. (See Exhibit O attached to Amended Complaint)

USPTO rule 56, as a matter of law, aII 3M  revenues earned on Post-it note related patents

over the Iast 40 years must be turned over to Alan Amron. PTO Rule 56 (a) (b) has no

statues of limitations. Once conceived and put into com merce inventorship belongs to only

one person, the inventor, with or without a patent.

The simple explanation ofthe entire sticky situation is asfollows:

1- ln 1968 in Switzerland, W alter invented the impractical combination adhesive with paper
pad.

2- ln 1970 Spenccr/3M invented a sticky glue adhesivc. Not mentioning or including in his
descriptions to the patent office the combination paper note pads at all.

3- ln 1973 Amron invented the most practical combination sticky glue and paper pad. W hich the
world has come to know and love.

4- ln 1974 3W Fry invented the same practical combination sticky glue and paper pad, as Amron
did one year earlier.

3M /spencer/Fry have the least right to claim lnventorship of the Press n' peel - Post-it note -

Sticky note.

W hereas Alan Amron clearly invented the first Sticky Note combination invention that the world

now knows and loves called the Post-it note.
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(See Exhibit O attached to Amended Complaint) Proof of the Sticky notes invcntion success

in the market place. ûçW hich of these common oftke tools is the best innovation?''

ln summary, the inherent right to inventorship of thc sticky note invention in 1973 and

today in 2016 rightfully belongs to Alan Amron
, me and l respectfully request from this Court

DECLAREATORY JUDGEM ENT statitlg the same and prohibiting 3M  Company and its'

employees from ever claiming invcntorship of it again.

ALAN AMRON

STATE OF FLORIDA

COUNTY OF PALM  BEACH:

W.Sworn to or affmned and signed b
efore me on mlcck 5 zolf by ALAN AMRON.

<'

NO ARY PUB

fleotl. produced identiscation
oik-cs Llcecse-

.%% e..x. vv Lu: sllMc* s 1 
MY covvlssloN4FF !.*-?''s i.'i

a.. '. ..w EXRRES: Dœem*r 14' K18
14 ylpe . . .o. o aa .ja ax xy.' 1, . .

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Plaintiffs' Affidavit in Support of Amended Complaint
,

was filed and served through the Minnesota Offices of 3M counsel and Arthur Fry (see below)

on M arch 2, 2016

DATED: This 2nd day of M arch 2016

Alan Am ron, Pro sc Plaintiff

255 Evernia Street #622

W est Palm Beach, Florida 33401
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(305) 343-7480 phone
(347) 402-0194 fax
alanamron@yahoo.comD

EFENDANTS:

M ARK. A ROM ANCE
Florida Bar No. 021520

E-mail: mromance@richmangreer.conn
GEORGIA A. THOMPSON

Florida Bar No. 100181

E-mail: gthompson@richmangreer.conl
RICHM AN GREER, P.A.

396 Alhambra Circle

North Tower, l4tù Floor

M iami, FL 33134

Telephone: (305) 373-4000
Facsimile: (305) 373-4099
COUNSEL FOR 351 COM PANY AND

ARTHUR FRY
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